MIRANDOLINA  
design Paolo Rizzatto, 2005

Type: Table

Light source: LED E14 dimmable  
42W HSGSA E14 energy saver  
dimmer on board

EEL: A++/A+/A  
EEL: D

Product use: Indoor

Materials: Aluminium body, opaline blown glass diffuser

Colors: Structure in alu  
Diffuser in opal

Description: A smaller version of Miranda. It illuminates with elegance  
and balance. The metal reflections of its aluminium  
structure combine with the white opal transparencies of  
the blown glass diffuser.

Insulation class:  

Awards: Good Design Award, 2007

Reference code: Structure  
D60 pi.D  1D60P=D00020  alu  
Diffuser  
D60pi./1  1D60PV/01002  opal
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